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INTRODUCTION 
BY AN n-knot we shall mean an oriented locally-flat PL pair (S’+*, ,S”). For n = 2q - 1 or 
2q, an n-knot will be simple if x,(S” + 2 - S”) z q(S’) for 1 < i < q. Spinning an n knot k gives 
rise to an (n + I)-knot a(k); this process goes back to E. Artin, and is described in [l-3], with 
several results that we shall make use of. In particular, spinning a simple (2q - I)-knot gives 
rise to a simple 2q-knot. We consider the questions: which simple 2q-knots can arise in this 
way, and when is o(k) = a(l) where k and 1 are simple (2q - I)-knots? Making use of the 
classification theorems in [4,5,7], we obtain complete solutions to both these questions. 
$1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let k be a simple 2q-knot, with q > 5, and let Kdenote the exterior of k. If Ris the infinite 
cyclic cover of K, then H,(x) and H, + ,(R) are the only non-trivial homology modules of 
z, and are finitely-generated modules over A = H[t, t -‘I. We shall assume throughout that 
H,(x) is Z-torsion-free. Such knots have been classified algebraically in [7], and we recall 
briefly the results given there. 
Let 3Yi(R) = Hi(X)/2Hi(R) for i = q, q + 1, II,+,(R) = xq+ &/2n,+,(X), and let 
p,(@:H,(&X,(@ denote the quotient map. Then there is a short exact sequence of 
modules over I = Z,[t, t - I], where Z, denotes the field with two elements, 
5(R): i@,(R) 2, rIq+1(z) : .3vq+ ,(K). 
Blanchfield duality provides a non-singular hermitian pairing 
where & is the field of fractions of A, and this induces 
Furthermore, there is a non-singular hermitian pairing 
related to ‘(,)f by 
(*) [u, Q(~)]K = ‘(H(u), 0)~ for all UEII,, ,(R), VE#,(R). 
This algebraic information is referred to as an F-form, (t(R), H,(R), p,(K), [JR, ‘(,)R). 
Isometry of F-forms is defined in the obvious way, and the main results of [7] state that two 
such knots are ambient isotopic if and only if their F-forms are isometric and that every 
F-form arises from a simple knot. 
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It follows from (*) that ImR is self-annihilating under [.]a. With this in mind we make 
the following definition. 
Definition 1.1. An F-form (5, H,, py, [,I. “( ,)) is hyperbolic if(i) the s.e.s. < is split: SO that 
there is a s.e.s. 
withj,R = identity, Hi, = identity; 
(ii) Im i, is self-annihilating under [,I. 
Thus I-J+, = Im R@m i,, the direct sum of two self-annihilating submodules. 
Now let l.be a (2q - l)-knot, q 2 5. Recall that a(l), the spin of 1. is obtained by excising 
an open regular neighbourhood of a point on S?Y- ‘, to give a ball-pair (B ‘4 + ‘, B” - ‘). Then 
a(f) is the pair i3((B 2q + ‘, BZy- ‘) x B’). If I is a simple (2q - I)-knot, then k = a(l) is a simple 
Zq-knot. Moreover, H,,(z) E H,(z) is Z-torsion-free. We shall prove the following results. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 be a simple (2q - I)-knot, q 2 5. Then the F;form ofa is h~perholic. 
THEOREM 2. Let k be a simple 2q-knot, q > 5, with hyperbolic F-form and bvith H&i?) 
isomorphic to H&L”) for some simple (2q - 1)-knot 1. Then k = a(l). 
THEOREM 3. Let k, 1 be simple (2q - I)-knots, q 3 5. Then a(k) = g(I) if’and on/>. iJ‘ 
H,,(z) is isomorphic to H,,(L). 
Remark. Theorem 3 may be compared to the results of [4. 51, which state that li = 1 
if and only if H&Z?) is isometric to H,(L), under the Blanchfield duality pairing. 
Furthermore, it may be compared to the result of Gordon[3], that the spun reef knot is 
the same as the spun granny knot. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let 1 be a simple (2q - I)-knot, q 3 5. As noted above, o(l) is formed by excising an 
open regular neighbourhood of a point on Sz4-’ to give a ball-pair (Bzy’ ‘. BzYm ‘), and 
setting (SzYf’, S2q) = a((B ‘Y+‘, BZ4-‘) x B*). Let L be the exterior of I; that is, the 
complement of an open regular neighbourhood of S’Y-’ in S’q+ ‘: and let a(L) be the 
exterior of a(l), A4 the exterior of B’4-l x B2 in B’Y” x B’. Note that 
dM =0(L) U (S’ x B“‘+‘), so CAM has the same homotopy type as a(L) below 
s X SQ 
dimension 2q. 
The papers[l-31 of Gordon form an excellent reference for spinning knots, and we 
shall draw on his descriptions and results without further comment. Let ,? denote the 
universal cover of X, and note that a(L)-(L x S’) U (S’ x B’). so 
H,@(L)) z H,(z) z H,, ,(cr@)). 
S’ x S’ 
Consider the exact sequence 
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From the remarks above. we have a commutative triangle of maps induced by inclusion 
Moreover, H,,(~)+H,(dA?) is an isomorphism by the relationships between L and o(L). 
and between a(L) and dM, noted above. Also, H,,(&H,(fi) is an isomorphism, because 
M=LxBzzL. Hence Hq(&l?)4+Hq(ti), and so H,(ti, CM?) = 0. And 
Hq+,(tikHq+,(~)=O, so H,+,(ti,&)=O. 
Thus (M, 8M) is (q + I)-connected, and by the Hurewicz theorem there is a map i such 
that h,, ,i = identity: 
I claim that this induces a splitting i *: SPY+ ](a(L)) H l-J+ ](a(L)) for the s.e.s. 
Jf,(dL)) 29 q+ ,m):%,+ &7(L)). 
In fact we have 
which is i,: H,, l(~(L))+n~+ ,(0(L)), and this induces i,: Y?~+ ,(o(L))+&+,(a(Z)). 
Because h 4+ ,i = identity, and H is induced by the Hurewicz map, it follows that 
Hi* = identity. In particular, i+ is injective. 
Let i be the non-zero element of rc g+I(S4) and define rcq(&x,+,(~) by x H ix. 
Composing with the inverse of the Hurewicz isomorphism, we obtain a map ml: 
H,(L)-tn,+,(L"). Then we have a commutative diagram 
where.f, g are induced by inclusion and w is defined in the same way as o, (see [7]). Using 
Lemma 1.10 of [7], 2H,(t) = ker(of) = ker(go,)?kero, 22H,(e), and so kerw, = 2H,(z). 
Lemma 1.1 of [7] shows that w, is surjective, and so n,+,(L) z H,(z)/2H,(z). Now we 
define the mapj,: II,+,(a(~))+&x,(a(~)) to be induced by the composition 
= X,(0(L)). 
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Considering the exact sequence 
at once yields the s.e.s. 
with the properties Hi, = identity, iJ2 = identity. 
Now we show that Zm i* is self-annihilating under [,I. We shall actually show that 
Zm i, ~7c,+ ,(0(L)) is self-annihilating under the pairing 
from which [,] is obtained. The reader is referred to [7] for details of the pairing 1,). 
Let U, velm i, be represented by disjoint embeddings X, _Y: S4+‘-+8h7i. There exists BEA 
such that 0(/3) # 0 and /3v = 0, where 0: A+I is reduction mod 2. By a homotopy, we 
can arrange that x, & : Sy + ’ -dA? are disjoint embeddings. Since flu = 0, there is a map 
d: Bq+*+dA? which extends /3-v. Then (u, v} is obtained by taking the algebraic intersection 
T(x, d)Er and dividing it by O(B). See [7] for details. 
Since u4m i,, there is a map c : B4+‘+fi such that claB4+* = x. Keeping dlcYBq+’ fixed. 
we can homotop d so that d(int B q+?) is contained in a collar neighbourhood of ati, in 
such a way that T(c, d) = T(x, d) where 7’(c, d) is computed in a. 
As v4m i,, there is a map e: B9+*+il) such that elaBY+* =y, and we can compute 
T(c, e) as in [6]. Note also that T(c, be) = @(B)T(c, e). 
Recall that there is a commutative triangle of maps induced by inclusion: 
FJ+2(L”) - n,+*(an;i) . 
\ J 
7%+2z(m 
It follows that rr, + Jafi)+n, + 2 (fi) is surjective. Denoting the homotopy class of a map _ _ 
f by [fl, we see that [d]-/?[e] lies in the kernel of z,+~(M, dM)+nq+,(8M), and hence in 
the image of rrq+,(fi)+rrr,+,(h;j, ati). Since ~l~+~(8n;i)-*rr~+~ (ti) is surjective, it follows 
that [d] = /?[e]Eny+z(fi, aA?). Thus we have T(x, d) = T(c, d) = T(c, be) = @(B)T(c, e), 
and so {u, V) = 0 in r,,/r. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
53. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
Proof oj’ Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, a(f) is a simple 2q-knot with hyperbolic F-form, 
and H&o(L)) z H&I?). Since both F-forms are hyperbolic, this isomorphism induces an 
isometry of F-forms, and so k = o(l). 
Proqf of Theorem 3. The F-forms of a(k) and a(l) are both hyperbolic. and so are 
isometric if and only if H,(E) z H,,(z). 
COROLLARY 1. Let I be a simple (2q - I)-knot, q 3 5. Then a(l) depends only on the 
homotopy type of L. 
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ProqjY By Lemma 9 of [8], the homotopy type of L determines and is determined by 
the A-module H,(t). 
COROLLARY 2. A spun simple 2q-knot, q 2 5, is determined by the homotopy type of its 
complement 
COROLLARY 3. For q 2 5, there exist non-cobordant simple (2q 
a(k) = a(l). 
Proof. Proposition 7 of [8]. 
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